HOMASOTE

VARIATIONS
- Cellulose Based Fiber Wall Board

DESCRIPTION
- 1/2" Board consisting of pressed paper fiber with a subtle square-grid texture.

USES
- Though homasote can only easily be cut by power tools, it can be useful for massing or model bases. It is cheap and can be glued with wood or craft clue. Though its edges are rough and messy, homasote cuts very cleanly. Be careful when working with power tools; this material tends to burn if left on a tool for too long.

MANUFACTURE
- Homasote is 100% recycled paper product (98% post consumer) and non VOC adhesive pressed at high temperature.

NOTABLE INGREDIENTS
- Paper Fiber (usually from newsprint)

DISPOSAL
- Place all extra pieces at re-use stations. Homasote is a paper board, which qualifies it for paper recycling.

SAFETY NOTES
- Working with paper board in the shop is like working with light wood, take standard power tool precautions.

Homasote as both massing and model base.